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Election Process

• Voting began on 12 August and will be open through 11 September

• All professional members at the beginning of the election period are
eligible to vote in this election

• All Candidates have agreed that: All information posted by, or on behalf of,
a candidate must be accurate and not misleading or defamatory

• SPE is committed to conducting a fair election, treating all candidates
equally

• Selection for positions on the SPE Board has always been based on the
qualifications for the position and personal contributions to SPE, rather
than agenda driven from a group
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Misconceptions about SPE

“The SPE Board is not listening to the members"

• SPE Board members have frequent communications with the constituencies they represent, and this is one of the strengths
of the Board; they bring the perspectives gained from member feedback to every decision they make as Board members

• SPE also uses member feedback surveys to understand members views

• The global membership’s needs are very different and the diversity on the SPE Board is critical to making sound decisions

[Note: The motivation for this statement seems to be that the SPE Board made a decision that an individual did not agree
with rather than being grounded in facts.]

"Board members should be selected through competitive elections - The 1% of members having signed the
petition for 3 candidates represent a very strong push for changing the selection system!"
• SPE’s system is very democratic as evidenced by the current elections which are already a part of SPE nominating processes

• SPE’s approach to selecting new Board members is a very common approach for associations

• The SPE system takes input from the outgoing director, committees, and calls for nominations from membership for the
open position(s). The selection is based on candidates’ individual merits and contributions, rather than lobbying or
popularity

“SPE should set term limits for all positions in SPE No one should have a permanent position by default on
the Board or on any volunteer held position”
• There are term limits for every single volunteer position in SPE, including Board members
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SPE Finances
"Is SPE in financial trouble?"

•Obviously, hard times during the pandemic, but SPE remained financially strong due to our

reserve funds which represent savings from the more prosperous years. All other professional

organizations have experienced a rough financial period during pandemic

•SPE was profitable prior to the pandemic

•FY2018: Positive operating income of $1.8 million

•FY2019: Net loss of $835 thousand in a non-Offshore Europe year, over 2-year cycle of

2018/2019 SPE had net income of $937K (Note: SPE budgets on a two-year cycle due to the

nature of our revenue streams).

•FY2020: Net loss of $443K, was on track for positive $2.1 million net income before 15 Feb-

March 2020 events eliminated due to the pandemic

•Positive trend for operating income for FY2023 and FY2024, with SPE returning to profitability in

FY2024
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SPE Finances
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Notes:
● SPE’s fiscal year runs from April 1 through March 31. So FY2022 is April 2021 through March 2022.
● SPE’s revenue varies on a 2-year cycle because of 2 large events – Offshore Europe and OTC Asia – occur in even numbered fiscal years.  We do not have a similar 

revenue source in the odd numbered fiscal years.  As a result, SPE budgets on a 2-year cycle.

FY2014 – Peak SPE Revenue

FY2015 – Significant drop in oil prices

FY2016 – Oil prices below $30/bbl; SPE
reduces staff by 33 employees

FY2017 – Reduced staff by additional 38
employees

FY2018 – Positive operating income of $1.8M

FY2019 – Non-Offshore Europe year, loss of
$835K, net surplus of $937K over
FY18/19

FY2020 – SPE loses $2.5M revenue when 15
events Feb/Mar didn’t occur due to
pandemic; operating loss of $442K

FY2021 – Virtual events only

FY2022 – Delta variant in summer delays
return to in-person events (incl.
Offshore Europe), impacting
finances

FY2023 – In person events are being held,
revenue back to 75% of FY2018
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Membership
"SPE’s membership is declining due to a failure to serve members"

•It has been demonstrated that membership levels, especially from service companies, are
directly correlated with the industry upstream spending. Industry spending is trending upwards
about 20% for 2022, which should positively impact membership levels in 2023-2024

•SPE Membership grew from a low of 45,991 professional members in 2000, to a peak of 99,175
professional members in 2015 (mix of activity increase, and strong international drive)

•SPE Membership declined by 15% to 84,689 in 2017 due to the industry downturn (26% decline
in upstream spending)

•Membership was essentially flat in 2018 and 2019, with a 1% decline to 83,930

•During the pandemic, membership declined by 21% to 66.020 members in 2021 (over 30%
decline in upstream spending). (Note: Early and late-career members were hit particularly hard
by the layoffs, and many have left the industry)
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SPE Membership by Age
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AAPG Merger
•Potential mergers with AAPG and other closely related associations have been discussed for many

years by many in the industry

•With the industry evolution taking place, SPE and AAPG leaders felt this was a good time to explore a
merger

•Both the AAPG Executive Committee and the SPE Board of Directors approved the work at several
times in the process

•Once the committee was ready to present the case for a new organization to members, the final
proposal was delivered to AAPG Executive Committee. The AAPG Executive Committee did not
approve going to their member for a vote. There has been no vote from the AAPG House of Delegates
leading to the Exec. Committee decision. Once that decision was received, SPE did not seek Board
approval to go further in the process.

•Most SPE members supported the merger based on survey data:
— 54% were very or somewhat positive about the merger
— 15% were very or somewhat negative about the merger
— 31% were neutral or unsure
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AAPG Merger
“The Board did not engage with members on their concerns and failed to exercise their due diligence of fiscal and legal

ramifications to the society”

• The more than a year long exploratory project about a possible merger included a deep dive into fiscal and

legal ramifications to the society. The results of the due diligence were part of the proposal that would

have been presented to members prior to a vote if AAPG had not withdrawn from the merger.

• The exploratory team connected with members at several times during the process including:

• One-on-one interviews, focus groups, town halls, and a member survey

• Articles in JPT

• Q&A discussion at 2021 ATCE in Dubai

• Consistent call to members for questions sent to a dedicated email answered by the team

• The AAPG merger would have needed a 2/3 approval rate by the SPE members, i.e. a very

large majority
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Key Issues Facing SPE Members and How 
They are Being Addressed

Key Issues Facing Members

•Energy transition and our place in it
•Sustainable development of oil and gas
resources
•Challenges of getting more oil out of
reservoirs
•Next generation workforce
•Meeting increasing energy demand
with reduced investment in new
resources
•Industry reputation/public perception
•Preparing petroleum engineers for
new opportunities in the energy sector

How SPE is Addressing

The SPE Board of Directors and leader-
ship are reviewing and updating the SPE
Strategic Plan. This is a periodic exercise
(approximately every 5 years) to define
the strategic goals that will allow us to
better meet member expectations and
industry needs in the next 3-10 years.
The SPE Strategic Plan to be developed
needs to take these issues into
consideration and give SPE a solid
foundation to best serve our members’
needs into the future using a financially
sustainable business model.
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Final comments

• All candidates have agreed to a code of conduct during the voting for them
and their supporters; unfortunately, we continue to witness heavy
misinformation/disinformation, specially from a few vocal proponents of
the petitioners

• Please encourage the members of your section to vote –

Example: SPE Aberdeen Section

• Even though you may have a preference for some of the candidates, do not
express it through SPE resources


